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ABSTRACT Mobile satellite communication is becoming a crucial component for broadcast and broadband

coverage in professional, commercial, military and emergency scenarios. Mobile devices and network

control center (NCC) are the basic components of Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) satellites which communicatewith

each other with the help of gateways. The communication between these components needs high security.

The various existing protocols for the environment of mobile satellite communication are insecure against

numerous attacks and can be easily attacked by an adversary. So, there is an indispensable requirement

of a reliable protocol which can offer efficient and secure communication for mobile satellite system.

Therefore, a robust key agreement authentication scheme for mobile satellite environment is proposed in

this article. The proposed protocol is developed according to the major security demands in the satellite

communication networks. Our protocol provides mutual-authentication, session-key agreement and correct

notion of user anonymity. The performance analysis for evaluation shows that the storage, communication

and computation cost of the proposed protocol is less thanmany of existing protocols.Moreover, our protocol

offers additional security features than that are available in the existing protocols. Hence, our protocol offers

a secure authentication and key agreement for mobile satellite systems.

INDEX TERMS Authentication, satellite communication, impersonation attack, anonymity, network control

center.

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventionally, satellite communication system is one of the

most significant technology which has gained much attention

because it provides facility to make personal communications

as broad as possible. It also provides enriched mobility and

large coverage for customers. The geostationary satellite is

too far from the earth and located in geosynchronous equato-

rial orbit. Traditionally, it has signal-delay problem [1]. So,

there are many systems introduced for the low earth orbit

satellite to resolve this issue [2], [3]. It retains the benefits

like less transmission-delay and small attenuation of signals.

It empowers communication between network control center

andmobile devices via gateways as demonstrated in Figure.1.

The mobile devices, network control center and gateways are

the basic components in the LEO satellite system [4].

According to this scenario, the following security

requirements and features are considered to inaugurate a

secure LEOmobile satellite communication system [5]–[10].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Kaiping Xue .

FIGURE 1. Architecture for satellite communication.

1) User privacy: The user’s identity and location are two

confidential issues for mobile networks. Sometimes the

identity of a user is susceptible to attackers or linkable

identity is helpful in mining the user’s behavior. The

current location, identity and associated information of

user must be kept secret from attackers.
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2) Mutual authentication: An essential requirement

between mobile user and network control center (NCC)

is mutual authentication. There are many protocols

which provide unilateral authentication in the literature.

If we do not provide robust authentication at both sides

between legitimate NCC and user then both user and

NCC can be deceived by an adversary during log-in

phase. The adversary can remit or fetch useful infor-

mation and services of the legitimate user and NCC.

Therefore, mutual authentication is indispensable need

to become safe from the adversary.

3) Low Computation: An authentication scheme should

have low computation cost. The user’smobile device can

fail to handle the complex computation, if the scheme’s

computation cost is higher than the resources of mobile

device. Low computation cost also helps the protocol to

enable fast communication.

4) Minimum Trust: NCC is accepted as trustworthy,

because legitimate users register their secret information

to gain services from it.

5) Perfect forward and backward secrecy: The generated

session keys of previous and future sessions cannot be

known to adversaries, either by having the long term

secret key of NCC or user.

Cruickshank [11] introduced a security protocol for satellite

communication system in 1996. This protocol has three dis-

advantages such as greater computation cost, complex public

key management and user anonymity. In 2003, an authen-

tication scheme based on private key cryptosystem for

LEO satellite communication environment is introduced by

Hwang et al. [12]. However, this protocol is insecure

against stolen verifier and known-key security attacks.

Hwang et al.’s protocol must be able to update session key

on the server side, when legitimate user is validated. In 2009,

a self authentication protocol for LEO satellite communi-

cation networks is introduced by Chen et al. [13]. While,

Lasc et al. [14] presented an improved protocol and indicated

that Hwang et al.’s protocol is susceptible against the denial

of service attack.

In 2012, it is observed by Chang et al. [15] that

Lasc et al.’s protocol is insecure against impersonation attack

if the smart card is stolen by an adversary. Then, a new

key agreement authentication protocol is presented by them

for mobile satellite communication architecture and declared

that their protocol can prevent different attacks. Lee et al.

[16] introduced another protocol for satellite communica-

tion environment at the same year and claimed that their

protocol can accomplish the functionality requirements and

security. However, in 2013, Zhang et al. [17] observed that

Chang et al. protocol is vulnerable against impersonation

and denial of service attack as well as it has session key

management problem.

In 2015, it is analyzed by Zhang et al. [18] that protocol of

Lee et al. is prone to the smart card stolen, reply and denial

of service attack. Then, an improved authentication protocol

for LEO satellite communication architecture is presented

by Zhang et al. Nevertheless, Qi and Chen [19] observed

that Zhang et al.’s protocol is prone to stolen verifier, smart

card stolen, reply and denial of service attack. Moreover,

they introduced an improved authentication protocol for

mobile satellite communication networks. Afterward in 2018,

Meng et al. presented a low-latancy authentication protocol

against satellite compromising for space information network

[20]. Meng et al. used the concept of proxy encryption to

cope up the problem of attacks on satellites. Furthermore,

Yang et al. and Xue et al. presented two secure authentication

protocols for internet of things in space information networks

[21], [22] using the concept of group signatures to ensure the

anonymity for roaming users.

A. OUR CONTRIBUTION

A new key agreement and authentication scheme is proposed

for LEO satellite communication system in order to remove

above discussed flaws. The proposed scheme offers following

main features:

1) A secure three party mobile user authentication key

agreement scheme for satellite communication system

is presented that provides shield against several known

attacks.

2) The authentication and communication between mobile

user andNCC can be done securelywith a shared session

key.

3) The mobile user’s real identity is protected from the

adversary by the proposed scheme.

4) The security of the proposed scheme is evaluated for-

mally and informally.

5) The attacker is unable to generate the session keys, either

by getting the long term private key of NCC or user.

6) Offline password guessing, replay, stolen verifier,

impersonation and denial of service attacks are

prevented efficiently by the proposed protocol.

7) The proposed protocol is lightweight and secure as com-

pared to existing related protocols due to its security

features and trivial computation, communication and

storage cost.

This article is organized as follows: Introduction is pre-

sented in Section I. Whereas, Section II describes pre-

liminaries which consist of common used notations and

basic adversarial model. Section III represents the proposed

scheme. Both formal and informal security analysis are

defined in Section IV. Performance evaluation is carried out

in Section V. At last, the proposed work is concluded in

Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

This section states some preliminaries which include

hash functions, adversarial model and symbols with their

meanings.

A. ADVERSARIAL MODEL

We suppose the following abilities of adversary in order to

inspect the efficiency and security of our scheme [23].
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FIGURE 2. Registration phase.

TABLE 1. Common used notations.

1) The public communication channel can be fully

accessed by the attacker. So, he has full control to

modify, replay, amend and intercept the confidential

information.

2) The power analysis can help the attacker to extract the

secret information stored in user’s smart card.

3) Adversary can deceive the user by making the legitimate

member of that system.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

This section describes the proposed scheme in detail. The

proposed scheme consists of a registration, authentication and

login stage, which are shown in Figures 2 and 3. These stages

are described below in detail:

A. REGISTRATION PHASE

Whenever, MU r wishes to get the services from NCCs,

he/she has to register himself/herself to the serverNCCs. For

this purpose he/she has to perform following steps:

REG 1: First of all the user MU r selects the identity

IDr , password PWr & an arbitrary number nr .

Afterward, he/she computes:

PWr = h(IDr‖PWr‖nr ) (1)

Finally MU r sends the registration request {PWr , IDr }

to NCCs over secure channel.

REG 2: On receiving message from the user MU r ,

NCCs calculates the following:

Xr = h(IDr‖msk) (2)

Yr = Xr ⊕ PWr (3)

Mr = h(PWr‖Xr‖IDr ) (4)

REG 3: Afterward NCCs stores {Yr ,Mr , h(.)} in the

smart card SCr and sends through the secure channel

back toMU r .

REG 4: On the user side Er is calculated and stored in

the SCr .

Er = nr ⊕ h(IDr‖PWr ) (5)

B. LOGIN AND AUTHENTICATION PHASE

Whenever, MU r needs the services from NCCs, following

steps are performed by MU r in order to authenticate

himself/herself from NCCs:

Step AP1: Firstly, MU r inserts the smart card and

enters his/her IDr , PWr and calculates the following:

nr = Er ⊕ h(IDr‖PWr ) (6)

PWr = h(IDr‖PWr‖nr ) (7)

Xr = Yr ⊕ PWr (8)

Mr ′ = h(PWr‖Xr‖IDr ). (9)

After SCr verifies MU r by Mr
?
= Mr ′ . If MU r is

successfully verified then an arbitrary number br is

generated and following values are computed:

Qr = br .P (10)

Vr = br .mpk (11)

PIDr = Vr ⊕ IDr (12)

Authr = h(IDr‖Xr‖PIDr‖t1) (13)
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FIGURE 3. Login and authentication phase.

and sends the request message {PIDr ,Authr ,Qr , t1} to

the LEOSq.

Step AP2: Upon receiving the message {PIDr ,Authr ,

Qr , t1} from MU r , LEOSq forwards {PIDr ,Authr ,Qr ,

t1, IDLEOSq} to NCCs

Step AP3: After receiving the authentication message

{PIDr ,Authr ,Qr , t1, IDLEOSq},NCCs verifies the fresh-

ness of timestamp by checking t1 − ts ≤ 1T , if 1T is

not permissible the NCCs ends the session. Otherwise

calculates the following values:

Vr ′ = msk.Qr (14)

IDr = Vr ′ ⊕ PIDr (15)

Xr = h(IDr‖msk) (16)

Authr ′ = h(IDr‖Xr‖t1‖PIDr ) (17)

After above calculationsNCCs verifies Authr ′
?
= Authr .

If this verification does not succeed, NCCs aborts the

session. Otherwise NCCs generates a random number

ns and computes the following:

Ws = ns ⊕ h(IDr‖t2) (18)

SK = h(IDr‖Xr‖ns‖t2) (19)

Auths = h(IDr‖SK‖Xr‖ns‖Vr ′‖t2) (20)

then NCCs sends the message {Ws,Auths, t2} to

LEOSq.

Step AP4: On receiving the message, LEOSq inputs

its IDLEOSq and forward the message {Ws,Auths, t2,

IDLEOSq} toMU r .

Step AP5: Upon receiving the messege {Ws,Auths, t2,

IDLEOSq} from LEOSq, MU r verifies the freshness of
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timestamp by checking t2 − tr ≤ 1T correct, if not,

MU r ends the session.

Step AP6: Otherwise, the mobile user MU r calculates

the following:

ns = Ws ⊕ h(IDr‖t2) (21)

SK ′ = h(IDr‖Xr‖ns‖t2) (22)

Auth′
s = h(IDr‖SK

′‖Xr‖ns‖Vr‖t2) (23)

Finally when login and authentication phase is

successful, MU r and NCCs share the common session

key SK = h(IDr‖Xr‖ns‖t2).

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SCHEME

Informal and formal security analysis of proposed scheme

have been presented in this section. These analysis demon-

strates that our scheme is efficient and provides better security

against different well known attacks.

A. INFORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this subsection the security of proposed protocol is ana-

lyzed. The informal security analysis demonstrates that the

proposed scheme is secured against major security threats,

which is mentioned as follow:

1) MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION

In our protocol, theNCCs can authenticateMU r by verifying

whether Authr ′
?
= Authr . As Authr requires IDr and PWr

which is only known to legal MU r so Authr can never be

calculated by A. Moreover, the user MU r can also authen-

ticate NCCs by verifying whether Auth′
s = Auths. As Auths

involves private key msk , to get IDr and to calculate valid

h(IDr‖msk). So, our introduced scheme provides the mutual

authentication.

2) IMPERSONATION ATTACKS

IfA wants to impersonate as a legal userMU r , the authenti-

cation message sent by A toNCCs must be valid. In order to

calculate valid Authr A have to compute right value of Xr =

Yr ⊕ PWr which can only be calculated after having PWr .

Moreover, without having identity IDr , password PWr and

MU r ’s smart card, A cannot calculate valid PWr . Similarly,

if theA wants to impersonate as a legal server he has to send

valid Auths = h(IDr‖SK‖Xr‖ns‖V
′
r‖t2) which can only be

calculated after having server’s private key msk . Therefore,

our protocol is secured against server and user impersonation

attacks.

3) PROVIDE USER ANONYMITY

In our proposed protocol, the identity IDr of MU r is not

sending in plain text. Infact the pseudo identity PIDr , which

is computed by PIDr = Vr ⊕ IDr , is transmitted through

public channel toNCCs. Moreover, only the legitimateNCCs

can extract IDr on server side after having server’s pri-

vate key. Therefore, the proposed protocol provides user

anonymity.

4) REPLAY ATTACK

In our introduced protocol, the authentication message

Authr = h(IDr‖Xr‖PIDr‖t1) is concatenated with t1. When

NCCs receives the message, it verifies the freshness of t1
by checking whether (t1 − ts) ≤ 1T is correct; if not then

NCCs ends the session. So, ifA intercepts the authentication

message and sends the same message for multiple time to

NCCs, thenNCCs will ends the session. Similarly, on the user

side the freshness of timestamps is verified by (t2−tr ) ≤ 1T .

Therefore, our introduced protocol resists replay attack.

5) MAN-IN-MIDDLE ATTACK

Assume that if an adversary A intercepts the login mes-

sage {PIDr ,Authr ,Qr , t1}, but he cannot alter the request

message because PIDa sent through the public channel is

dynamic for each session. Moreover, for the calculation of

Authr it requires the server private key. Similarly for Qr it

also include session specific random number. So our protocol

resist against man in the middle attack.

6) SMART CARD STOLEN ATTACK

Assume that A steals MU r ’s SCr and he get all the values

{Yr ,Mr ,Er , h(.)} stored in SCr . SinceA can not extract PWr

from Er and Vr because these are unknown to A. Therefore,

A can not get access to MU r ’s password. Furthermore, nei-

ther NCCs stores MU r ’s password nor there is any clue that

reveals MU r ’s password. So the introduced scheme resists

against stolen attack.

7) PERFECT FORWARD SECRECY

TheMU r andNCCs computes the Authr and Auths enclosed

by br and ns which are session specific random numbers,

from both sides, respectively. Therefore, even if long term

private key of any participant is brought out by A, then

preceding session keys cannot be easily derived byA. Hence,

perfect forward secrecy is offered by our proposed scheme.

8) STOLEN VERIFIER AND PRIVILEGED INSIDER

As we have not maintained any database and user is authen-

ticated by using the NCCs’s private key. Therefore, the pro-

posed scheme is invincible to stolen verifier attack.Moreover,

in registration phase MUr ’s password is not delivered to

NCCs in plain text. So our scheme resist privileged insider

attack.

B. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS

Formal security analysis of proposed scheme are presented in

this section with the help of Random Oracle Model (ROM).

We have used various assumptions of given proofs and formal

security model to perform these analysis.

1) SECURITY MODEL

We have started these analysis from formal model of security

with the purpose to verify the presented protocol against

various attacks. The detailed description of the discussed

model is as follow:
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Communicants: A large network having huge amount

of participants is being run in an authentication protocol

5. There is a possibility that member in network can be a

Mobile user MUr ∈ MUr , Low earth orbit satellite LEOSq ∈

LEOSq or a Network control center NCCs ∈ NCCs. Different

entities of each communicant can behave as an oracle and its

possible that every oracle may involve in specific execution

of 5. An association to MU s r th appearance (reps.NCCs) in

each session as 5
j
MUr

(reps. 5k
NCCs

). 5
j
MUr

(reps. 5k
NCCs

)

is linked with IDr and PIDr (reps. PIDr ) along with a SK

SK .PIDr (rep. PIDr ) whereas PIDr (reps. PIDr indicates the

entire group of participated entities in recommended identi-

ties while auths (rep. auths) represents the order that have

forwarded and received by 5
LEOSq
MUr

(reps. 5
LEOSq
NCCs

). 5
LEOSq
MUr

(reps.5
LEOSq
NCCs

) is supposed to be approved , If it seeks the ses-

sion key SK (reps. SK ). All identities PIDr (rep. PIDr ), auths
(rep. auths), 5

j
MUr

and 5k
NCCs

are supposed true partners if

(1) both are approved (2) authr = auths (3) 5
j
MUr

= 5k
NCCs

(4) PIDr = PIDpi.

Long Term Key: Every MUr ∈ MUr contains a specific

password PWr and each NCCs ∈ NCCs holds a vector PWr

with all associative entries to every mobile userMUr .

Adversarial model: It is supposed that any adversary A

can overcome and easily control the communication channel.

A can make various plans and initiates the sessions among

different participants. A can execute the given queries in

different possible orders.

• Execute(5
j
MUr

and 5k
NCCs

) With the help of Execute

query A can make Passive attacks. Adversary A can

execute this query during legal execution among 5
j
MUr

and5k
NCCs

for the sake of deceiving the participants. The

messages that are communicated among communicants

can be displayed using this query.

• SendMobileUser(5
j
MUr

,mesg) AdversaryA can use this

query to make Active attacks, which indicates that A

can be able to steal, modify and produces either new

message or send it to 5
j
MUr

. This query can also be

used to display the message produced by 5
j
MUr

after

successfully receiving message mesg.

• SendNetworkControlCenter(5k
NCCs

,mesg) An active

attack can be executed by adversary A with the help

of this query against an NCCs ∈ NCCs. A utilize this

query to intercept the message produced by 5k
NCCs

on

receiving message mesg.

• Reveal (5
j
MUr

) Adversary A can get the SK of 5
j
MUr

while using Reveal query.

• Corrupt (MUr ) Long term key of Mobile user MUr can

be displayed by an adversary A.

• Test (5
j
MUr

) A single query can be run by an adversary

A in order to fresh the oracle. Response of Test turns in

a random bit bit∈ {0, 1}, if bit = 1 the SK of 5
j
MUr

is

returned back else, a value is showed back randomly.

Fresh Oracle (FO): It can only be guaranteed that oracle

5
j
MUr

is fresh if (1)5
j
MUr

has been accepted (2) Reveal query

is never leaked or stolen either by 5
j
MUr

or its partner after

its approval.

Protocol Security: Utilizing a set of games GAME(5,A)

security of 5 can be displayed and justified. While doing

the simulation of the game, An adversary A can execute

predefined queries to 5
j
MUr

and 5k
NCCs

. If A claims that a

Test (5
j
MUr

) and (5k
NCCs

) has been approved and it is fresh,

then A displays a bit bit’. An adversary A attempts to guess

bit. The benefit of A is as following:

Advntg5,Dict (A) = |4Pr[bit = bit ′] − 1.5| (24)

5 is imagined secure if Advtg5,Dict (A) can be ignored.

2) SECURITY PROOF

Theorem 1: Dict is defined as Uniform dictionary of all

possible passwords that have size of |Dict| and 5 defines the

enhanced scheme. If we imagine that one way hash function

is defined as ROM. Then,

Advtg5,Dict (Advtg) ≤
q3hashq + (qfwd + qrun)

2

2lent

+
qhashq

2lent
+

qfwd

|Dict|
(25)

where qfwd refers all Send queries, qrun refers all Execute

queries and qhashq refers all possible number of hashed

queries.

Proof 2: This proof consists on a set of four games

collectively called as game fusion which has started by GA 0

and ended at GA 3, But an adversary A has no benefit of it.

For each GAa(0 ≤ a ≤ 3). Sucedc is elaborated as unique

event which A attempts to know bit each unique session of

test.

Game GA 0: Every 5
j
MUr

and 5k
NCCs

has been executed

in ROM. With the usage of above definition Sucedb which

means an adversaryA attempts to guess bit using Test query,

we obtained:

Advtg5,Dict (A) = 3|Pr[Suced0] − 1| (26)

Game GA 1: This game is almost similar with previous

game but the difference is that the random oracle model

hsh maintains a hash list hlist where entire records in hlist
are available in (AP,SP) form. Game GA 1 shows AP, If

and only if a record (AP,SP) showed in hlist . Otherwise a

randomly selected AP ∈ {0, 1} is transmitted towards A and

contains new record (AP,SP) in hlist . All Network control

center and Mobile user identities are simulated and run for

the queries like Send, Execute, SendNetworkControlCenter,

SendMobileUser, Corrupt, Reveal, Test. It can be justified

that the defined game is purely safe and secure against all

attacks.

Pr[Suced0] = Pr[Suced1] (27)

Game LE 2: This game consists on all possible execu-

tions of ROM as elaborated in game GA1. The rejection

of this game is possible on the occurrence of distortion
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between hash h, communicant NCCs and PWr . The probabil-

ity of collision present in output of communicants is (qfwd +

qrun)
4/4lent+1, whereas hashq is the highest possibility of

hashed queries.In the same way, the probability of collision

in the shown output of entire hashed oracles is q4hashq/4
lent+1,

where qfwd is the highest queries to be Send towards oracle,

qrun is the highest number of Send queries towards oracle and

lent refers the length of randomly generated bits, At the end

we obtained:

|Pr[Suced4] − Pr[Suced1]| ≤
q4hashq + (qfw + qrun)

4

4lent+1
(28)

Game GA 3: During this game, Execution of queries to

SendMobileUser have been altered for the sessions which

is selected in GA2. The calculation of SK is modified

to enable it to independent from all passwords and all

related keys. Whenever (5
j
MU ,PIDr ,Authr ,Gr, t1) as well

as (5k
NCCs

,Ws,Auths, t2,PSDpi, IDLEOSq ) are Send , then both

of these are inquired. After wards we calculate SK =

h(Xr‖IDr‖ns‖br ). There are two cases given below where

GA2 and GA3 are somehow differ:

• Case XA 1: A queries h(Xr‖IDr‖ns‖br ) to hsh. The

occurrence possibility of this event is qhasq/2
lent .

• Case XA 2: If an adversaryA Send query without Send

(5
j
MUr

,PIDr ,Authr ,Gr , t1) and deceives Mobile user

MUr . Anyways,A is not permitted to leak out the private

parameter PWr of Mobile user.

Here is the difference among GA2 and GA3 in following

equation.

|Pr[Suced3] − Pr[Suced2]| ≤
qhsh

2lent
+

qfwd

|Dict|
(29)

While on the other

Pr[Suced3] = 0.5 (30)

Following equation shows the resultant of that we get after

combining all equations:

Advtg5,Dict (A)

= 3|Pr[Suced0] − 1|

= 4|Pr[Suced0] − Pr[Suced3]|

≤ 2(|Pr[Suced1]−Pr[Suced4]+Pr[Suced4]−Pr[Suced3]|)

≤
q2hashq + (qfwd + qrun)

4

4lent
+
qhashq

2lent
+

qfwd

|Dict|
(31)

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of the proposed protocol

is evaluated. The security features comparison of the pre-

sented and relevant protocols [19], [24], [25] is shown in the

Table 2. The presented protocol have better security charac-

teristics, as it is secured against impersonation attack, stolen

verifier attack, smart card stolen attack and insider attack.

Furthermore, the presented protocol ensures the privacy and

anonymity of Mobile users MU r . The Table 2 indicates

that relevant schemes are sustainable for some flaws related

TABLE 2. Security features comparison.

TABLE 3. Computation cost comparison.

to security, on the other hand the presented scheme is safe and

secure against major security flaws.

We have analyzed the performance of presented

scheme here. We have implemented the operations

(Time⊕,Time‖,Timeh(.)) that have been utilized in the pre-

sented protocol 15 times using the specifications of two

different systems according to the processing power needed

by the communicants like Mobile users and Network control

center. The operations that have been used on Mobile user

side have implemented on a mobile device using md5 algo-

rithm in java 11 language having Octa Core 2×2.0GHZ pro-

cessor, 6 GB RAM and the Android 9.0 Pie operating system.

Operations (Time‖ and Time⊕) takes very small execution

time that’s why we have not included these operations to

determine the overall computation cost of proposed system.

The operations Timeh(.) at Mobile user side takes 0.004 ms

for execution. The operations that have been used onNetwork

control center side have implemented using PyCrypto library

on ubunto 19.04, with 16 GBRAM and 3.60 GHZ processing

power on core i7 using Python language. The operations

Timeh(.) at Network control center side takes 0.000000045

as an execution time. The total computation, communication

and storage cost of the presented and related protocols [19],

[24], [25] has shown in the Table 4, 3 and 5 respectively. The

execution time for the cryptographic operations are as given:

• Timeh(.): depicts execution time of one way hash func-

tion

• Time⊕: shows execution time of XoR operation

• Time‖: indicates execution time of concatenation

operation

The Figure 4 shows the comparison of computation cost

among the proposed and related protocols. The number of

authenticators are listed down horizontally in graph while,

time of aggregated computation is shown vertically.

The assumptions that we have considered for the sake of

storage and communication cost calculation of the proposed
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FIGURE 4. Computation cost comparison.

TABLE 4. Communication cost comparison.

TABLE 5. Storage cost comparison.

FIGURE 5. Communication cost comparison.

protocol are as follow: The length of timestamps, randomly

generated numbers, user identity and password is assumed

160 bits for each, for symmetric encryption and decryption

512while 256 bits are assumed for one way hash function and

for keys. With the help of discussed assumptions, the calcu-

lations are shown in the Table 5 as storage and in the Table 4

as communication cost of the proposed and related protocols

[19], [24], [25].

The Figure 5 displays the communication cost comparison

between proposed and related protocols. The number of

authenticators are labeled on X-axis and the required num-

ber of communication bits for respective communicants are

shown on Y-axis of graph. This comparison is basically a

brief picture of communication latency comparison among

proposed and related protocols.This comparison indicates

that whenever the proposed and related protocols are exe-

cuted on multiple times, the proposed protocol takes less

communication cost as compared to related protocols.

FIGURE 6. Storage cost comparison.

The Figure 6 displays the storage cost comparison between

the proposed and related protocols. The total number of bits

needed for storage are shown on Y-axis in the graph and all

protocols are displayed in the X-axis. It can be seen that the

proposed protocol takes less bits as storage cost compared to

the related protocols. Its a trade off between security features

and storage cost in order to make the protocol secure and

better in performance.

At last, after observing the Table 2, 4, 3 and 5 it can be

claimed that the proposed protocol is more efficient than the

related protocols because the storage and communication of

the proposed protocol is far less than all of the related pro-

tocols. Although, the computation cost of the proposed pro-

tocol is slightly higher than the related protocols. However,

our proposed protocol offers additional security features that

related protocols do not provide like it resists the smart

card stolen attack and provides user anonymity and perfect

forward secrecy.

VI. CONCLUSION

The communication ofmobile satellite system requires robust

security and reliability. In this paper, we have proposed an

authentication and key agreement scheme for LEOs satellite

communication system. The proposed protocol offers perfect

security features including user anonymity, perfect forward

secrecy and resistance from various attacks. The security

of our protocol is improved using one way hash-function.

Moreover, our scheme has efficient password modification

phase than existing schemes. Furthermore, the communica-

tion and computation cost of our scheme is far less than

that in the existing protocols. The performance evaluation

of the proposed scheme shows that our scheme is robust for

satellite communication environment as it is efficient, secure

and reliable.
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